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If you have a MacBook Air, or any ultraportable computer that doesn't have a built-in optical drive, Samsung Portable DVD writer SE-218BB will make a handy accessory. This is arguably the thinnest and most compact portable bus-powered DVD writer on the market. And for a street price of about $40,
that's almost half the price of a SuperDrive air accessory. The SE-218BB drives on the bus, which means it uses one USB cable (included) for both power and data. The only downside, if any, of the Samsung SE-218BB compared to the Apple SuperDrive is the fact that the drive comes in black and with a
retractable tray rather than a slot-boot design. However, for those who need a portable, comfortable external DVD burner and reader, the SE-218BB will be a great purchase. The design and features of measuring 5.8 inches by 0.6 inches by 5.6 inches, the Samsung SE-218BB is about as thin as a
retractable optical disc can be, and much thinner than any other I've seen. While it's usually cooler and more convenient to have a drive with a slot-boot design, the retractable tray ensures that the drive also supports mini-discs and DVDs. You press the button on the front of the SE-218BB to remove the
disk tray and then pull the tray further to load the optical disk on it. If you want to take out the drive while the drive is off, you need to use a paper clip on the manual ejection hole under the ejection button. At the back of the drive is a Mini-USB 2.0 port. To use the drive, connect to your computer using the
Included Mini-USB cable, and that's all you need. There is no other power port or separate power adapter. Despite its plastic chassis, the optical drive feels solid, looks good, and seems high-end. The drive also seems to be able to handle a few rough conditions, making it well suited for travelers. Page 2
Unlike other portable burners I've seen that require two USB ports to attract enough power - and come with a Y-shaped USB cable to accommodate that - the Samsung SE-218BB just needs one mini USB port to work with. This helps make it more portable and means you can use the drive with any
standard mini-USB cable, in case you misplace the one that came with it. The Samsung SE-218BB can burn two-layer DVDs on 6x (about 8MBps) and 24x CDs (about 3.5MBps). For this reason, there is no need for a drive to support USB 3.0, since USB 2.0 speed caps are about 60MBps, much faster
than the speed of burning drive and reading. Its combustion rate is actually a lot fast for most situations, and those supported by most of the empty media on the market. Virtually no customization required with the Samsung SE-218BB. Again, all you have to do is connect it to your computer using an
enabled (or any standard) Mini-USB cable and you're all set. The drive worked with both Mac and Windows Windows in my testing. It even worked with several Android tablets. As a bonus, the portable burner is also complete with a copy of Nero Essentials 10.0, which includes Nero Express combustion
software, Nero Backup, and Nero InCD, a program that allows you to use a CD-RW or DVD-RW drive as an external hard drive. The performance of the Samsung SE-218BB worked very well in my testing, burning 4.7GB of data on a DVD in about 10 minutes, which is the expected performance for a 6x
DVD burner. I tried burning different types of DVD formats, including data and multimedia files, and found no problem at all. The drive also worked well as a boot drive in case you needed to reinstall the computer's operating system. Even during long-term use, the SE-218BB is not hot in my testing. It got a
bit of heat, which is expected for all optical discs. Concluding with great design, solid performance, and affordable, Samsung Portable DVD writer SE-218BB makes an excellent accessory for any computer that doesn't have a built-in optical disc. Double layer DVD-RW, DVD-R Dual Layer, DVD-R, CDROM, DVD-RW, CD-R, CD-RWCD-RW, CD-R, DVD-R Dual Layer, DVD-R, DVD-RW Dual Layer, DVD-RWThis item does not belong on this page. Thank you, we'll see about that. THE SAMSUNG SE-218BB/RSBS is the thinnest external DVD writer in the world with a thickness of just 14 mm and
provides ultrabook-like looks with a metallic hair surface. Inside its quirky look, an array of technologies, including speed adjustment technology (S.A.T), Double O.P.C technology, Tilt Actuator Compensation Technology (T.A.C) and Buffer Under Run Free technologies are working behind the scenes to
make sure you always get the optimal recording quality. The AV connection supports the Android tablet with a USB port to play CD Audio and Multimedia File, transforming your digital device into a mobile media center. 1-USB Port is implemented using smart power technology, eliminating the need for a
bulky adapter or power cord. Ultra thin and light: The world is thinner: 14mm (0.55 inches), 255g (0.56lbs) Previous model, SE-S084D: 17mm (0.67 inches), 280g (0.62lb) Ultrabook How: Metal hairline surfaces Smart Power Technology: 1-USB Port implemented smart power technology AV Connectivity
2.0: Supports Android tablets with USB ports ex.) Acer Iconia, Lenovo Thinkpad Tablet, Asus Transformer (CD Audio, Multimedia Play file) OS requirements: Honeycomb 3.1 or above Windows Compatible, as well as Mac: Windows XP or higher, Mac OS X (10.4.6) or higherUltra Slim and LightMeasuring
14mm (0.55 inches) and weighing 255g (0.56 pounds), the SAMSUNG SE-218BB/RSBS is the thinnest external DVD driver in the world, providing the perfect match match DVD your netbook and other digital devices. Multi-format supportIt's DVD writer supports a wide range of media format recordings,
including CD-R, CD-RW, DVD±R, DVD±RW, DVD±R double layer and RAM DVD. USB power for powerful on-the-go To free you from power cords and AC adapters, you no longer need to be in your office to write DVDs. Thanks to its USB BUS power source, you can write at top speed without an outlet
in sight. So don't let your hectic schedule slow you down, the Ultra Slim External DVD Writer was built to help you keep up. VIEW GALLERY - 8 IMAGES Standard 3.5ptic drive dies slowly over the years. I can't honestly say that I've used one in any system to build in the last few years. This does not
mean that I do not use optical discs, because I use external solutions as today's product, Samsung SE-218GN, for many years. With many new products such as the MacBook Pro, Surface Pro 3 and others no longer equipped with optical drive as standard hardware, external solutions such as the
Samsung SE-218 have become quite popular. I've used a number of solutions like this over the last few years and one thing that has become apparent is the vendors are starting to slim these solutions down. The Samsung SE-218GN in-house today features 8x reading speeds for all DVD standards,
while CD speed reading peaks at 24x. Recording speed for 218GN come in 6x for two-layer media (DVD DL) and 8x for DVDR and RW. In addition to this, Samsung has deployed several unique features with this model, one of which includes Smart Power Technology, allowing this solution to use one
USB port rather than multiple ports for extra power. MsRP Samsung SE-218GN is listed at $39.99 with an annual warranty. The packaging for the SE-218GN shows the image of the writer at the front. Below we find compatibility for OS X and Windows along with M Disc. The delivery area includes a USB
cable, reading materials and a mounting drive. Above we get a close-up look at the SE-218GN. Note, samsung has moved the ejection button at the top of the drive. The back of the house block is a mini-USB port. At the bottom of the drive is a home model of information, along with a revision of the
firmware. Our drive uses the TS00 firmware. Above, we put the SE-218GN through some reading tests using Verbatim DVD-R. The drive did well reading the uncached 64K blocks where it was able to touch the 6x reading speed. After using the MacBook Pro as my daily system for the past eight months,
there are certainly times when a solution like the Samsung SE-218GN is convenient to have. The build quality of the drive is pretty good and it's much quieter than my aging 3.5 external solution. The only drop I found is the device didn't want to power completely when plugging it into the front installed
USB ports on my desktop system, of course, which is easy to fix by plugging in to the back of the B/O Mother Over the past few weeks, I've passed quite a bit of data from my old DVD backups to my NAS using SE-218GN, and I can honestly say that this disc had no problem reading any of these CDs,
and and beat very well. The feature I like is the top placement of the ejection button, giving more room for the button, not just a sliver of plastic as most solutions deploy. Overall, the SE-218GN is a great addition to your arsenal of storage solutions and one you can tuck into anytime it's not in use.
CENSERS: You can find Samsung Electronics Ultra-Slim optical discs SE-218GN/RSBD for sale below. These prices are valid at the time of writing, but can change at any time. Click on the link to see the latest prices for the best offer. United States: Samsung Electronics Ultra-Slim Optical Drive SE218GN/RSBD retails for $35.95 on Amazon. Shopping InformationPRICING: You can find products similar to this for sale below. United States: Find other technologies and computer products like this over at Amazon.comUnited Kingdom: Find Other Technology and Computer Products, as it is over on
Amazon.co.ukAustralia: Find other technologies and computer products like this over at Amazon.com.auCanada: Find other technologies and computer products like this over at Amazon.caDeutschland: Finde and Techere Technik- und Computerprodukte wie dieses auf Amazon.deRight from ReplyWe
openly invite companies that provide us with a review of samples/ which are mentioned or discussed. If any company representative wishes to respond, we will publish a response here. Please contact us if you want to respond. Respond. samsung portable dvd writer se-218. samsung portable dvd writer
se-218 driver. samsung portable dvd writer se-218 manual. samsung portable dvd writer se-218 driver windows 10. samsung portable dvd writer se 218 driver download. samsung portable dvd writer se 218 driver download mac. samsung portable dvd writer se-218 driver mac. samsung portable dvd
writer se 218 software download
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